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Abstract
Introduction: Embryonic exposure to ethanol leads to a condition of physical, behavioral, and cognitive deficiencies named fetal alcohol spectrum disorders (FASD). The
most severe variations are in fetal alcohol syndrome (FAS), which is easier to diagnose
and not studied in animal models. On the other side, the pFAS (partial fetal alcohol
syndrome) includes cases of alcohol-related congenital disabilities and neurodevelopmental disorder with an inconclusive diagnosis. In recent years, the zebrafish has
become a valuable model to study FASD and its variations.
Methods: This study characterizes the zebrafish embryonic and larval development
after low and moderate ethanol concentration exposure. Fish eggs were exposed to
0.0%, 0.25%, 0.5%, and 1.0% ethanol at 24 hr postfertilization, and embryonic development was observed every 8 hr up to 120 hpf. It evaluated movements, phenotypic
abnormalities, hatching, cardiac function and heartbeat frequency, larvae length at
120 hpf, and the apoptotic cells' fluorescence stained with acridine orange.
Results: Embryonic exposure to 0.5% and 1% ethanol presented reduced body size,
decreased heartbeat rate, higher numbers of apoptotic cells, and hatching time
differences.
Conclusions: Our results suggest any ethanol exposure during embryogenesis can
be harmful and reinforces zebrafish as a suitable model for fetal alcohol spectrum
disorders (FASD).
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1 | I NTRO D U C TI O N

few clinic variations: the most known, fetal alcohol syndrome (FAS),
that is, the severe spectrum, characterized by the full phenotype

Alcohol (ethanol) is a licit drug in which consumption is well accepted

of neuropsychiatric impairment and severe congenital disabilities

and stimulated worldwide; however, the impact on society's health is

(Guerri et al., 2009; Jones et al., 1973), and the partial fetal alcohol

worse than those of illicit drugs. One of the most common problems

syndrome (pFAS) (Jones & Smith, 1973; Kingdon et al., 2016) that

associated with alcohol is the intake of pregnant women. It can lead

includes alcohol-related birth defects (ARBD), the nondysmorphic

to fetal alcohol spectrum disorders (FASD), an umbrella term used to

type with a neurobehavioral disorder, and alcohol-related neurode-

categorize the numerous diagnostic outcomes of prenatal alcohol ex-

velopmental disorder (ARND), the brain damage type with impair-

posure (Barr & Streissguth, 2001; Roozen et al., 2016). This condition

ment in functional behavior (Hagan et al., 2016; Hoyme et al., 2005).

covers physical, behavioral, and cognitive deficiencies, and presents

Both ARBD and ARND do not meet all the criteria used for diagnosis,
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and the increased interindividual variations turn the diagnosis incon-

neuronal cell birth. For instance, studies inducing embryonic stress

clusive (Hagan et al., 2016).

at this time point resulted in numerous apoptotic cells (Hashimoto

It is estimated that one in every 13 early alcohol-exposed infants

et al., 1998; Yamashita, 2003). Despite the studies' significant prog-

will show FASD (Lange et al., 2018), and around 25% of individuals

ress on ethanol effects on embryonic development, results are still

with FASD fit the intellectual disability criteria (Streissguth, 1997).

contradictory and inconclusive (Pan et al., 2012). Therefore, this

Nevertheless, alcohol early exposure affects development depend-

study aimed at characterizing the zebrafish embryonic develop-

ing on the embryo's age and pattern of exposure (Lange et al., 2018).

ment after low and moderate ethanol concentration exposure at the

Many studies have been trying to identify the mechanisms of action

24 hpf developmental phase. With these results, we contribute to a

of this drug at all levels, and due to the obvious limitation of human

better view of the available data using different zebrafish strains and

studies, most of the research on FASD currently uses translational

ethanol concentration, as well as suggest specific features that could

animal models. Rodents are an important model and the most ap-

contribute to the diagnosis of pFAS condition.

plied in alcohol-related studies (Gil-Mohapel et al., 2019). However,
fetal development inside the uterus makes it challenging to analyze
alcohol teratogenic effects. Besides that, drug exposure and evaluation of alcohol levels are invasive and may cause stress to the mother
interfering with the results. The drug concentration and length of

2 | M E TH O DS A N D M ATE R I A L S
2.1 | Embryonic collection

exposure resulting in specific phenotypes are harder to be determined in mammals since the mother's metabolic functions must

Adult zebrafish (Danio rerio), 6 months, in-house reared, wild-type

also be considered and drug effects can only be seen after birth.

(WT) strain, were used for this study. For breeding, fish were set

On the other hand, the zebrafish (Danio rerio) that was first brought

up in four different breeding tanks (2 males: 1 female/tank), with

to the laboratories to assist in developmental biology (Grunwald &

only visual and chemical contact (fish separated by a partition) and

Eisen, 2002) appeared as a promising alternative to fetal ethanol ex-

let overnight. The partition was removed on the following morning's

posure studies.

first light hour and fish could mate for 1 hr. This procedure ensured

As a fish, this small vertebrate has some practical advantages, in

that we knew the exact window time of fertilization. Then, eggs from

addition to its small size, high fertility, and short development time

the four breeding tanks were collected and placed in a plastic tray

(Stewart et al., 2014). They present external fertilization; thus, con-

with system water until 24 hr postfertilization (hpf). The photoperiod

trolling ethanol concentration and exposure time is more manageable

was kept at 12-hr light: 12-hr dark. All experimental protocols were

and does not imply parental manipulation. The eggs are transparent,

approved by the Committee for Animal Use of Federal University of

so phenotypic alterations in specific embryonic stages are read-

Rio Grande do Norte (CEUA 004002/2017).

ily determined without development interference. Alcohol easily
crosses the chorion, facilitating further studies during embryonic
development (Blader & Strähle, 1998). Moreover, the fast development of zebrafish (3 months until adult stage) allows the compara-

2.2 | Embryonic exposures and
developmental analyses

tive study of few generations in a time interval significantly shorter
than other animal models (Kalueff et al., 2014), making it possible

At 24 hpf, embryos were randomly chosen and transferred to 24-

to investigate the effects of alcohol on the following generations,

well multiwell plates, 6 embryos per well, and exposed to four dif-

in addition to various combinations of “concentration × length × de-

ferent ethanol concentrations (0%, 0.25%, 0.5%, and 1%) for 2 hr.

velopmental period.”

These concentrations were chosen based on previous reports that

Zebrafish embryos exposed to ethanol show growth deficiency

managed to measure the alcohol concentration inside the zebrafish

at pre-and posthatching, and phenotypic abnormalities similar to

eggs after 2 hr of exposure, showing that about 1/25 and 1/30 of

FAS children, suggesting that the ethanol exposure harms the same

the external alcohol concentration reach inside the egg (Fernandes

molecular mechanism in both humans and zebrafish (Arenzana

& Gerlai, 2009). Additionally, these concentrations do not cause

et al., 2006; Bilotta et al., 2002; Carvan et al., 2004; Chmielewski

gross morphological deformities (Buske & Gerlai, 2011). After 2 hr of

et al., 1997; Matsui et al., 2006; Tenkova et al., 2003). Although re-

ethanol exposure, the eggs were washed twice, and embryos were

cent studies have explored the zebrafish as an animal model to eth-

transferred to clear multiwell plates (6 embryos/well) and raised to

anol exposure during development, this research focuses on a high

120 hpf in the same standard conditions described above.

concentration of alcohol and embryonic malformations most related

To analyze zebrafish embryonic development till the larval stage,

to FAS. At the same time, there is still a gap in the knowledge of pos-

we established endpoints every 8 hr; thus, the analysis took place

sible impairments after lower concentrations of ethanol exposure.

three times a day to cover all gaps and spot the main differences for

The zebrafish brain development occurs on the late segmentation

a full developmental window. Observations were made at 8, 16, 24,

stage until the pharyngula phase (around 24 hr postfertilization—

32, 40, 48, 56, 64, 72, 80, 88, 96, 104, 112, and 120 hpf. All devel-

hpf), equivalent to the early gestational period in humans, which is

opmental analyses were performed in an isolated room, maintained

the most critical phase of embryogenesis due to the high level of

at ~28°C.
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A total number of 60 eggs were used for each ethanol concen-

total body length, and heart rate between treatments were com-

tration exposure (10 replicates, with 6 larvae each). Dead embryos

pared by Kruskal–Wallis and Friedman test, respectively, both fol-

were counted and removed during every observation to avoid con-

lowed by Dunn's post hoc test. Two-way ANOVA was used to test

tamination. Developmental changes were strictly observed using

the between-subject main effect of ethanol concentration versus

a binocular stereoscopic microscope. Spontaneous movements,

phenotypic observations, followed by Fisher's LSD post hoc test.

phenotypic abnormalities, and hatching were counted at each time

The relative fluorescence intensity and the number of acridine or-

point. Ten embryos from each treatment were recorded for 1 min

ange stained cells were compared for each ethanol treatment using

for cardiac function evaluation, and the rate of the heartbeats was

Kruskal–Wallis, followed by Dunn's post hoc test. GraphPad Prism

calculated. Measurements of embryonic length were done only at

7.0 (GraphPad, La Jolla, CA) was used for all statistical analyses, and

120 hpf, using an adapted micrometer. The distinction between nor-

the significance level was set to 0.05.

mal and abnormal development was established using zebrafish embryogenic description by Kimmel et al. (1995).

2.3 | Apoptotic cells quantification

3 | R E S U LT S
The log-rank test was used for the trend to determine whether the
difference between survival curves was more than expected by

Acridine orange staining was performed to investigate cellular ap-

chance. Although all ethanol treatments applied presented more

optosis in ethanol exposed embryos, following the protocol by Kim

than 50% of survival, data from Eth 1% were statistically lower than

et al. (2014). Acridine orange can permeate apoptotic cells and binds

the other groups (log-rank: χ2 = 4.82, p = .03). The survival rate of

to DNA, whereas healthy cells are nonpermeable to acridine orange.

the embryos exposed to ethanol was 90% for the control group,

Thus, it stains necrotic or late apoptotic cells. Five embryos from

87% for Eth 0.25%, 83.33% for Eth 0.5%, and 71.8% for Eth 1%. (see

each treatment were exposed to ethanol at 24 hpf, for 2 hr. After

Figure 1 for details). The first death was registered at 32 hpf and the

that, animals were washed twice, transferred to 96-well plates, and

last death at 72 hpf.

treated with acridine orange solution (7 μg/ml) for 1 hr, at 28 ± 1°C

Our results show that embryos treated with ethanol presented

in a dark room. Next, embryos were washed twice and anesthetized

modest morphological defects such as heart, tail, and yolk sac

by ice before observation under the fluorescence microscope (Nikon

edema, and curved posture. Ethanol exposure also caused a hatching

CFI60, Eclipse Ti). Animals were photographed on the same settings

delay. Most of the abnormalities were found for Eth 1% group and

to standardize the background: DSQi1Mc 12 bit, auto-exposure 10 s,

minor effects for Eth 0.5% (Table 1). Images of the morphological

and analog gain of 16.0×. For each larva, the fluorescence intensity

abnormalities observed can be found in Supporting Information S1.

was quantified using the ImageJ software 1.52p (National Institutes
of Health, USA).

The observed characteristic features related to ethanol effects
were compared between treatments and are shown in Figure 2.
Two-way ANOVA revealed statistical significant effect of ethanol

2.4 | Statistical analyses

concentration (F(3, 252) = 20.57, p < .0001) and phenotypic observations (F(6, 252) = 8.56, p < .0001), and also statistical significance
for interaction terms (F(18, 252) = 2.16, p = .004).

Data were analyzed for outliers and tested by the Shapiro–Wilk

Early hatching was considered for the larvae that hatched be-

normality test. The Kaplan–Meier curve was built for percent sur-

fore 40 hpf, the time point at which the control group started to

vival analysis, and a comparison was performed using the chi-square

hatch. Delayed hatching was considered for hatches occurring after

test and the log-rank test. Given the non-normal data distribution,

72 hpf, a time point in which >70% of control animals have hatched.

F I G U R E 1 Percent survival curves
for the Eth 0.25%, Eth 0.5%, Eth 1%,
and control group. The gap between the
axis illustrates the time point the groups
received ethanol treatment (24 hpf),
symbols in each line represents the time
point with death registered for each
group. (*) means statistical significance,
p < .05, Kaplan–Meier curve followed by
log-rank test, n = 60/group
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Phenotype

Control (0%)

Eth 0.25%

Eth 0.5%

Eth 1%

8

Bud stage
Visible somites

N
Beginning

–

–

–

16

Spine shape
Tail separating

N
N

–

–

–

24

Eye formation
Head
separating
Visible
notochord
Body
movement
Tail free
Hatching

N
N
Low
N
–
–

N
N
Low
N
–
–

N
N
N
N
–
–

N
N
N
N
Y
Premature

32

Heartbeats
Body
movement
Pigmentation
Body reflexes
Hatching

Y
N
N
N
–

Y
N
N
N
Y

Y
Low
N
Low
Y

Y
Low
N
Low
Y

40

Body mobility
Abnormality

Low
–

Low
–

Low
Yolk sac
anomaly

Low
Curved
posture/
pericardial
edema

48

Heart shape

N

N

Pericardial
edema

Heart edema

56

Tail shape
Abnormality

N
–

N
–

Bent
–

Bent
–

64

Pectoral fin
Abnormality

N
–

N
–

N
–

N
Delayed
pigmentation

72

Swimming
bladder
Mandible
Abnormality

N
N
–

N
N
–

N
N
Head in the
eggshell

Minor
enlargement
N
Head in the
eggshell

80

Eye movement
Startle
response

N
N

N
N

N
N

N
N

88

Hatching
Abnormality

Total
–

Total
–

Minor
delayed/
pericardial
edema

Minor delayed
–

96

Balanced
posture
Thigmotaxis

Mostly
Mostly

Mostly
Minor
delayed

Mostly
Minor
delayed

Mostly
Minor delayed

104

Body shape

N

N

N

Bent

112

Yolk sac
Abnormality

Mostly
absorbed
–

Mostly
absorbed
–

Minor
delayed
–

Minor delayed
Tail edema/
heart edema

120

Body shape
Swimming

N
Y

N
Y

N
Y

Bent
Y

TA B L E 1 Summary of phenotypes
detected in zebrafish embryos exposed
to 0.25%, 0.5%, and 1% ethanol at 24 hpf,
observations were made every 8 hr until
the larval stage

Note: N: normal, Y: yes, (–) any register.

Fisher's LSD analysis revealed statistical significance in hatching

were observed hatched with the head remaining in the eggshell at

time between Eth 1% compared with control (p = .001) and Eth

around 72 hpf (Supporting Information S1), resulting in the larva

0.25% (p = .009). Besides early or delayed hatching, several larvae

not being counted as total hatched. As this occurrence presented

|
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F I G U R E 2 Number of phenotypic abnormalities episodes observed during 120 hr of zebrafish development, for all ethanol
treatments + control. Early hatching was considered before 40 hpf, and delayed hatching was considered after 72 hpf (see supplementary
material for images of morphological abnormalities). Values are mean ± SEM. (*) and different letters indicate statistical significance among
groups, p < .05, two-way ANOVA followed by Fisher's LSD test, n = 60/group
F I G U R E 3 Line graph showing heart
rates in beats per minute (bpm) counted
for embryos treated at 24 hpf, with Eth
0.25%, Eth 0.5%, Eth 1%, and control
group. Data show rates since the first
heartbeats detected until the last time
point in which they could be seen through
the embryonic transparency (from
32 hpf to 104 hpf). (*) means statistical
significance, p < .05, Friedman's test
followed by Dunn's test, n = 10/group

no statistical difference between groups, we assume that this was

Quantification of fluorescence intensity shows that the apopto-

not related to exposure to the drug exposure. Moreover, yolk sac

sis degree increased according to the ethanol concentration applied

edema, tail edema, and bent posture were observed for Eth 0.5%

(Kruskal–Wallis H = 9.70, p = .02; Figure 5). No significant change

and Eth 1% groups, even though no statistical significance was

was found between lower concentrations, but Eth 1% differed sig-

found for these phenotypes. However, the exposure to Eth 1%

nificantly from the control group (p = .003) and Eth 0.25% (p = .018).

caused significantly more pericardial edema than other treatments
(p < .01).
Figure 3 shows data of heartbeats counting from 32 hpf (time

4 | D I S CU S S I O N

point in which the heart starts to beat) to 104 hpf (after this point
animal presented full pigmentation and the heartbeats counting

We observed that ethanol concentrations that are not usually con-

could not be accurate). Friedman's ANOVA test showed statis-

sidered teratogenic could affect zebrafish embryonic development.

tical significance in heart rates between the ethanol treatments

The embryonic exposure to 0.5% and 1% ethanol displayed reduced

(F = 20.01, p = .0002). Dunn's post hoc test indicated that em-

body size, decreased heartbeat rate, higher numbers of apoptotic

bryos treated with Eth 1% presented lower heartbeat rates than

cells, and hatching time differences. The reduced ethanol concentra-

the control group (p < .01) and Eth 0.25% (p < .01), especially after

tions used here could not lead to a condition called fetal alcohol syn-

80 hpf.

drome (FAS), but it contributes to developing issues that may later

Body length was registered and compared between treatments

affect behavior and cognition. The characterization of all embryonic

when embryos reached 120 hpf. Kruskal–Wallis analysis showed sta-

developmental stages to the early larval phase after three reduced

tistical significance between groups (H = 13.82, p = .003; Figure 4).

ethanol concentration indicates that any ethanol exposure can be

Dunn's post hoc test showed that Eth 1% group presented a growth

harmful during embryogenesis and reinforces zebrafish as a suitable

deficit compared with the control (p = .002).

model for fetal alcohol spectrum disorders (FASD).

6 of 10
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The FASD continuum is much more prevalent than the other

other authors revealed higher mortality and several morphological

forms of the disorder, like fetal alcohol syndrome (FAS) (May

defects caused by higher ethanol concentrations (1.5%–3%), which

et al., 2014; Sampson et al., 1997). However, due to huge variation

lead to the conditions considered FAS (Bilotta et al., 2004; Blader

caused by ethanol concentration, the period of exposure, and indi-

& Strähle, 1998; Sylvain et al., 2010), the effects and survival rate

vidual profile, translational animal models as the zebrafish gained

observed for 1% ethanol (~70%) makes it questionable if this concen-

momentum and have been helping scientists recreate impair-

tration is indeed moderate.

ments observed in human embryonic ethanol exposure (Fernandes

Several studies on zebrafish development after ethanol exposure

et al., 2019; Marrs et al., 2010; Muralidharan et al., 2015; Shan

use relatively high ethanol concentrations and long duration of expo-

et al., 2015). The FASD continuum leads to a range of symptoms

sure. For instance, Carvan et al. (2004) used ethanol concentrations

from mild behavioral changes to more severe cognitive and social

from 0.02% to 2.00% at 4 hr postfertilization (hpf) for a prolonged

impairment, and the borders between FASD and FAS are challenging

period. Bilotta et al. (2004) exposed 0 to 48 hpf to 1.5% or 2.9% eth-

to be established as it depends on several factors including individ-

anol during 8 hr. Arenzana et al. (2006) treated 4.7 hpf embryos with

ual variations in response to ethanol (Terasaki et al., 2016). While

1.5% or 2.4% ethanol for 20 hr. All these studies show high mortality
and morphological changes consistent with FAS.
In the present study, we have not found any apparent morphological changes, such as eye or head reduced size, yet ethanol
concentration was low, and the period of exposure corresponded
to only 2 hr at 24 hpf. However, previous research in which zebrafish were exposed to Eth 1% and Eth 3% during the same time
point we applied here could detect behavioral effects at concentrations that did not cause malformations (Bailey et al., 2015).
In this study, the chosen methodology was thought to resemble
moderate drinking during the first trimester of pregnancy, the period that many mothers are not aware of their state. Thus, the reduced ethanol concentration (0.25%–1%) is not expected to cause
structural deformities to the embryo. However, even being low,

F I G U R E 4 Measures of body length + SEM for Eth 0.25%,
Eth 0.5%, Eth 1%, and control group, at 120 hpf. Animals were
randomly selected for each group. (**) represent statistical
significance, p < .05, Kruskal–Wallis followed by Dunn's test,
n = 30/group

these concentrations can be responsible for some level of toxicity that affects brain development and leads to functional disruption resulting in behavioral problems. Briefly, Baggio et al. (2020)
found that 0.5% and 1% ethanol reduced Na+-d ependent glutamate uptake, reduced glutamate binding to brain membranes,

F I G U R E 5 (a) Evaluation of apoptosis in zebrafish larvae exposed to Eth 0.25%, Eth 0.5%, Eth 1%, and control group, and treated
with acridine orange solution. A bright-field image of a 24 hpf embryo is shown for comparison. Note the increase in fluorescence in Eth
0.5%-and Eth 1%-treated animals compared with the control. (b) Graphical representation of mean + SEM of mean fluorescence intensity,
calculated by ImageJ. Different letters represent statistical significance between groups, p < .05, Kruskal–Wallis followed by Dunn's test,
n = 5/group. Scale bar: 1 µm
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and decreased Na+/K+ ATPase activity in young adult zebrafish.

low ethanol concentrations. While heartbeats were registered

These changes could be implicated in the increased anxiety-like

only until 104 hpf, because embryos after that point were wholly

behaviors observed as early as in the fry stage (Pinheiro-da-Silva

pigmented and counting was not trustable, differences between

et al., 2020) and maintained to adulthood in the zebrafish FASD

groups were observed (Figure 3). Embryos exposed to Eth 1%

model (Baggio et al., 2018). Therefore, as it has been shown that

exhibited reduced heartbeat frequency, result in agreement

even short embryonic ethanol exposure induces brain and behav-

with other authors' findings for ethanol-treated animals (Bilotta

ioral anomalies that mimic some aspects of the behavioral changes

et al., 2002; Dlugos & Rabin, 2010; Hallare et al., 2006). The heart-

observed in FASD children, we detailed the effects of lower eth-

beat deficiency can incite heart edemas and vice versa, which was

anol concentrations and for a shorter period in zebrafish embryo

suggested to be related to the ethanol disruption in the central

to the larval stage.

nervous system (CNS) or to alterations in particulars molecular

Ethanol exposure was observed to affect hatching time

pathways relates to the ethanol toxicity to genes related to cardiac

(Figure 2; Table 1). The mechanism of hatching is a combination of

formation and functioning (El-Mas & Abdel-R ahman, 2003; Hallare

biochemical and behavioral processes. While the high choriolytic

et al., 2006).

enzyme (HCE) and low choriolytic enzyme (LCE), synthesized by

Another critical observation is alcohol's direct action on the

the chorion digestion gland, are sensitizing the protective layer

developing brain. Rats exposed to ethanol at the same time points

of the egg, the animal performs spontaneous movements that

tested in this study showed structural changes in the brain, especially

break the chorion and release the embryo (De Gaspar et al., 1999).

in the neurulation stage, which occurs early in pregnancy in humans

Ethanol causes toxic effects to these enzyme activities, which

(Fish et al., 2018). Here, we observed the effects of ethanol treat-

could reduce or delay the hatching rate (Fraysse et al., 2006).

ment on apoptosis levels during embryogenesis. Acridine orange is a

Besides that, we observed that animals from Eth 1% group pre-

nucleic acid-selective fluorescent cationic dye, proposed as a rapid

sented less frequency of spontaneous movement in the egg. Thus,

and inexpensive assay to investigate apoptotic damage in cells (Kim

we suggest that ethanol effects on hatching enzymes combined

et al., 2014). The fluorescence intensity analyzed follows the same

with its influence on embryonic activity within the egg may have

results found in morphologic observations, showing Eth 0.5% and

led to hatching disruption. This result follows previous studies

Eth 1% groups with higher cellular death levels. This finding supports

showing ethanol-induced hatch and development delay starting at

previous studies on ethanol apoptotic effects (Carvan et al., 2004;

1% concentration (Hallare et al., 2006).

Cole & Ross, 2001). The drug's apoptogenic effects were shown to

Moreover, Ali et al. (2017) and Pelka et al. (2017) showed that

be related to the blockade of NMDA glutamate receptors and hy-

some substances could modify the chorion structure, causing re-

peractivation of GABA(A) receptors (Harris et al., 1995; Lovinger

shaping or shrinking, damaging the protective layer, and crashing

et al., 1989). The cell death caused during the nervous system

the egg, releasing the animal at earlier stages. Another effect that

formation may lead to several incorrect connections and reduced

should be considered is handling, as the early hatch caused by han-

brain activity that ultimately affect behavior. Zebrafish treated with

dling stress may affect animal development, leading to small body

0.25% ethanol—the lowest concentration used—showed apoptotic

size or morphological alteration. However, all groups were exposed

cells similar to the control group, suggesting 0.25% ethanol was

to handling, while only those exposed to ethanol of 0.5% and 1%

not effective in causing damage to the embryo. This result was also

showed hatching time changes that are more consistent with the

observed for the other parameters evaluated (edemas, body size/

drug treatment than handling stress.

structure, cardiac function, hatching). Although 0.25% ethanol

Ethanol exposure effects were also evidenced by the abnormal-

seems not to cause any changes to the embryo as observed here and

ities observed at 120 hpf (Figure 2). Ethanol 0.5% and 1% exposure

in a previous study regarding behavioral effects (Pinheiro-da-Silva

led to comorbidities such as tail edema, yolk sac edema, and ab-

et al., 2020), it should not be taken as a secure amount of ethanol.

normal posture. Abnormal body formation would be expected due

As shown by Baggio et al. (2020), even 0.25% ethanol provokes bio-

to the ethanol exposure at the pharyngula stage, a time in which

chemical alterations that persist into adulthood. The nonobservable

the embryonic body axis straightens from its initial curvature about

damage to brain development and consequent neurobehavioral dis-

the yolk sac (Kimmel et al., 1995). Previous findings have suggested

turbances are the most debilitating effects of ethanol on the fetus

that alcohol exposure during development cause skeletal muscle

(Olney et al., 2001).

malformation due to disruption of sonic hedgehog signaling, an im-

Finally, we showed that embryonic ethanol exposure leads to

portant gene regulator for the somite formation, both in zebraf-

concentration-dependent effects observable during development.

ish and in mammals (Lombard et al., 2007; Nishimura et al., 2016;

These effects include parameters of the morphology, biochemis-

Zhang et al., 2014). This body malformation could also be related

try, and behavior that change throughout ontogeny. Early ethanol

to lower spontaneous movement observed for both groups (0.5%

exposure can cause minor and almost imperceptible alterations

and 1%), making it difficult for the embryo to get rid of the chorion

to gross morphology in zebrafish, which cannot be discarded as

and hatch.

part of FASD. We reinforce that the zebrafish is a suitable and

Moreover, pericardial edema and the cardiac function's eval-

reliable model for FASD cases, suggesting that the threshold be-

uation by heartbeat frequency reinforce the toxic effects of the

tween FASD and FAS is very tenue and depends on the period and

8 of 10
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extension of exposure, as well as ethanol concentration and intrinsic characteristics of the individuals (genetics). Remarkably, even a
single exposure to low concentrations of ethanol can cause several
changes to the organism, possibly correlated with each other, and
can be tracked to adulthood. It is essential to highlight that regarding embryonic ethanol exposure, there is no safe concentration to
be used.
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